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 TILAK MAHARASHTRA VIDYAPEETH, PUNE 
   BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (B.B.A.)  

EXAMINATION: MAY – 2015 

FIRST SEMESTER 
                                                        Sub.: English (71111) 

Date : 16/05/2015 Total Marks :  80 Time: 10.00 am to 1.00 pm 

Instructions: 1) The paper consists of two sections I and II. 

2) All questions are compulsory. 

 

 SECTION - I  

Q. 1.  Write an essay in 200-250 words on the following. (Any One)   (15) 

 1) The importance of sports in our daily lives   

 2) Women Empowerment  

 3) Work-life balance   

   

Q. 2.  A) Write a letter on any one of the following . (05) 

 1) 

 

Write a letter to your friend, giving a brief description of a holiday tour you 

intend to make. 

 

 2) Write a letter to a friend, who has failed to take his defeat well.  

   B)   (10) 

 1) Annual day was celebrated at your university. Write a report on it in about 100 

words.  

 

                                                              OR   

 2)  Assume that you are a manager of any company. Write a report on the annual 

meeting of the shareholders. (Report should contain Front Matter, Main Body & 

Back Matter) 

 

Q. 3.  A)  Write a precis' / summary of the following passage of about one third of the 

original length and give a suitable title. 

(15) 

  Astronauts have successfully taken giant steps into space and walked on the 

surface of the moon, they have been few in number. This is because of the 

immense cost involved in each such expedition for the selected explorer or two 

who were scientists in robust health, well trained for the ordeal, and fitted out 

with cumbersome equipment and protective gear.  

These bold explorers are still risking lives to spend relatively brief periods of 

time in the zero-gravity desert environment under a sinister sky. For groups of 

holiday-makers to frolic for days, it will be necessary to build hotels and resorts 

offering recreation, in addition to bigger and better vehicles for navigating not 

 

B 
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only the interstellar space but the lunar landscape as well. To make all this cost 

effective for tour conductors may take time, but it only matter of time, hopefully. 

OR 

 B) Read the passage carefully and answer the questions given below.  

 Mainstream cinema of the Hollywood blockbuster variety provides 

entertainment to the masses. It has a grassroots vitality that everybody likes. 

Popular films cater to the taste of ordinary people. In this sense, it is part of our 

democratic culture. Comic actors like Charlie Chaplin gave exaggerated 

expression to the follies that were commonly seen in everyday life, as 

personified in the antics or a wise fool. 

Talkies and technicolour productions have been some of the later innovations. 

Sentimental melodramas draw crowds to the box office but offend elite 

audiences. The Oscar Awards ceremony taking place each year at Hollywood has 

now become a major international event. This event occurs to appreciate, and 

acknowledge creative minds and intelligent work in the field of cinema. It is 

considered one of the most prestigious and renowned international event. 

Art films have intellectual content that appeals to elite audiences. It treats the 

film medium as a vehicle for artistic expression in terms of themes and 

techniques. Because of this, it is notable for originality of style and content. This 

results in the enrichment of art and craft of cinematography which only experts 

in the profession and some specialists among the general public can appreciate. 

(15) 

      

 

Questions:      

1) Which variety provides entertainment to the masses? 

2) Which kind of films cater to ordinary people? 

3) Which comic actor expressed to his follies as a wise fool? 

4) Which ceremony takes place at Hollywood and why? 

5) Which films contain intellectual content? Why? 

  

 

Q. 4. A)  

 

 

 

  B)  

 

 

 

 C)  

Write  the synonyms of the following (any five)  

1) give            2) pain          3) glad 

4) enormous    5) teach    6) calm        

                                                   

Write  the antonyms of the following (any five)  

1) abandon        2) accept       3) belief 

4) calamity            5) borrow            6) blame 

 

Do as Directed. 

1) Let us all walk ………... the shore (Add an appropriate preposition) 

2) John ………….. (Clean) the table just now. (Change the tense of the verb 

given in the bracket as required) 

(05) 

 

 

 

(05) 

 

 

 

(05) 
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3) He will be leaving the premises shortly. (Change to Present Perfect Tense) 

4) The fox said, “These grapes are sour” 

  (Turn it into Indirect speech) 

5) Still water runs deep.  

 (What is the part of the speech of the underlined words)  

 SECTION – II         

Q. 5. A)  Identify the part of speech that are underlined and name them. 

1)  The next moment is dead.  

2)  Enough is as good as a feast. 

3)  This boy gives any amount of trouble to his teachers.  

4)  Several men were standing about. 

5)  The cat is under the table.  

(05) 

 B) 

 

   

 Fill In The Blanks With Suitable Articles If Necessary.  

1)  Spanish is ………….. easy language to learn. 

2)  He can afford to buy ……… car.  

3)  ………. school is known for its academics and sports 

4)  ………. apple a day keeps the doctor away.  

5)  Which is ……... longest river in the world?                                           

(05) 

 

 

 

 

 C) Change The Degree In The Following Sentences As Directed.  

1)  Jaggery is as sweet as sugar. (Change it to Comparative) 

2)  Al Burj in Dubai is taller than Eiffel Tower in Paris. (Positive) 

3)  Our school is bigger than most other schools. (Superlative)  

4)  No other king was as great as Alexander. (Comparative)  

5)  The rose is the most beautiful flower. (Positive) 

 

(05) 

 

D) Choose the correct verb form from those given in the brackets.  

1)  I …….. playing cricket all evening yesterday. (have been, was) 

2)  When we reached the theatre, the play had …………………….. (already 

started, had already started, would already start) 

3)  When I was young, I ------------- to be a doctor. (wanted, will want)  

4)  This book is not long. I ………………….. it by evening (will be reading, will 

have read) 

5)  This paper ………. twice weekly (is appearing, appearing, appears)  

(05) 

 

 

 

_______________ 


